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ABSTRACT
This paper aims at giving some results on the performances
of opportunistic spectrum access when taking into account
sensing errors: non detection, which is the cause of collisions
with a transmitting user, and false alarm, which is a cause of
missed opportunity to access the channel. We give the prob-
ability An(i, j) of having i collisions and j successful access
to the channel within n time slots when the primary user’s
activity can be described by a two-state On/Off model. Our
derivation allows us to take into account aggressive or con-
servative policy, that is to say the secondary user does not
systematically obey the indication of the sensing stage, but
with a given probability because the sensing is known to
be prone to either false alarm or non detection with high
probability.

General Terms
Theory

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
In a growing number of papers we can see the emergence
of several new schemes of spectrum access modes depart-
ing from the Command and Control scheme which is the
way spectrum use is regulated today. These schemes are
intended to provide a better use of radio spectrum than
the Command and Control scheme, which is viewed as too
static, by bringing in some flexibility in the way users access
to the spectrum. These new schemes range from exclusive
use (there is always only one licensed user in a frequency
band, but its license is temporary), to shared use of a pri-
mary licensed spectrum (either underlay or opportunistic)
to commons (unlicensed spectrum, as ISM band at 2.4 GHz
or UNII bands at 5 GHz). For a comprehensive classification
the reader is referred to [1, 2].

Among these schemes, opportunistic access has gained a lot
of interest and has become quite synonymous to Cognitive
Radio (CR). This is a scenario where a secondary user can
share a primary user’s spectrum when it is not transmitting,
without coordination. This last point is important, it means
there is no beacon advertising that the channel is free or that
primary user (PU) is going to transmit again, so that the
secondary user (SU) must implement some sensing method
to detect idle periods (if any) of the primary user and (more
important) to detect when the PU is transmitting again. For
a CR oriented presentation of sensing the reader is referred
to [3, 4], and with a more signal processing emphasis to [5].

Sensing schemes are not perfect, especially when the decision
must be taken quickly. It may happen that the secondary
user (SU) decides that the channel is occupied while it is
free (this is a false alarm and, as a result, a missed opportu-
nity to use the channel) or that the channel is empty while
there is actually someone (a non detection, and a collision
with the already present user). These two events have re-
spective probabilities denoted PFA (false alarm probability)
and PND (non detection probability) which are essential pa-
rameters of the quality of the detection scheme, and can be
used subsequently for various analytical performance com-
putations.

These two probabilities are not independant : for a given
signal to noise ratio the possible pairs (1− PND, PFA) lie
on a Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve [6, 3]
such that we cannot have simultaneously small non detection
and false alarm probabilities as depicted on a typical ROC
curve in fig. 1: PND → 0 ⇒ PFA → 1. The choice of the
functionning point is thus the result of some trade-off.

This paper aims at giving an analytical evaluation of what
can be achieved for a secondary user (in terms of success-
ful access to the spectrum resource) when taking into ac-
count the impairments of the sensing (false alarm and non
detection probabilities) and under the assumption that the
occupancy of each frequency band can be described by an
On/Off model as sketched in section 2. We also show how
to introduce some kind of policy in the behaviour of the
secondary user with respect to the sensing impairments.

2. SIMPLE ON/OFF MODEL
Reference [7] reports extensive measurements of time and
frequency occupancy of spectrum frequency bands. Time oc-
cupancy is described therein as a binary information (On/Off)
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Figure 1: A typical ROC curve

and results of section 4.2 of this paper, pertaining to the Run
and Burst distributions, show that they are accurately fitted
by geometric or lognormal distributions. A geometric distri-
bution of runs and bursts is the result of a time occupancy
modelled as a two state On/Off (or Transmit/Idle) Markov
model that will be used throughout the present paper.

The remainder of this section is devoted to a review of some
simple results that can be useful when the primary user traf-
fic is such a two state On/Off process, especially if we adopt
the secondary user point of view (what are the performances
that can be expected for the secondary user). In this rela-
tively simple model we assume that the whole frequency
band of interest is divided in a number ν of sub-bands of
respective widths B1, B2, . . . Bν . Each sub-band is either
occupied (the primary user is transmitting) or idle during
each time slot ∆T as sketched in fig. 2. The time vary-

∆T

t

on on onoff off

Figure 2: Time occupancy of a given sub-channel Bi

ing activity of a given sub-band is modelled by a two state
model: state On if the band is occupied and Off if nobody
transmits in the band during the slot under consideration.
With these notations the time activity of a given sub-band
Bi can be modelled by a two-state Gilbert model with given
transition probabilities between states (fig. 3).

p1(i)

p2(i)

1 − p1(i) 1 − p2(i)on off

Figure 3: Simple On/Off model for channel i

We denote p1(i) the transition probability from state On
to state Off for the sub-band Bi , conversely p2(i) is the
transition probability from state Off to state On. The steady
state probabilities Pon, Poff of this sub-band to be active or
idle are then given by the classical formula [8, 9]:

Pon(i) =
p2(i)

p1(i) + p2(i)
, Poff (i) =

p1(i)

p1(i) + p2(i)

From this simple setting we can obtain analytical statistics.
For instance we can derive the number of active sub-bands
in a given time slot ∆T by use of the polynomial

P (X) =

ν∏
i=1

(Poff (i) + Pon(i)X) =

ν∑
j=0

A
(ν)
j Xj (1)

The coefficient A
(ν)
j is the probability of having j active sub-

bands and ν− j idle ones. With this polynomial we can, for
instance, compute the average number of active sub-bands
in a time slot. Indeed, with the substitution X = 1 in the
derivative P ′(X) we obtain this average value as:

P ′(1) =
ν∑

j=0

j A
(ν)
j

Furthermore, as P (X) is a product of (simple) polynomials
we can also use its logarithmic derivative to write:

P ′(X)

P (X)
=

ν∑
i=1

Pon(i)

Poff (i) +X Pon(i)

P ′(1)

P (1)
=

ν∑
i=1

Pon(i)

Poff (i) + Pon(i)
=

ν∑
i=1

Pon(i)

so that, finally, using P (1) = 1, we do not have to compute

the A
(ν)
j coefficients to obtain the average number of active

sub-bands:

P ′(1) =

(ν)∑
i=1

p2(i)

p1(i) + p2(i)
(2)

With the assumption of equal width sub-bands (2) is an in-
dicator of the activity of a given frequency-band, and, as a
consequence, of the available room for a secondary access.
If two frequency bands are considered for a possible oppor-
tunistic access the SU will choose the frequency band with
the lower average number of active sub-bands, because it
means there are more opportunities to access the channel.
That can be useful in case of limited resources because the
sensing is restricted to the most promizing frequency-band.

3. STATISTICS FOR A GIVEN SUB-BAND
The same approach can provide interesting results when con-
sidering a single sub-band Bi over a number n of successive
time slots ∆T . To this end we introduce some quantities:
A(m,n) is the probability of having m active slots among n
when the initial state is On.
Likewise, B(m,n) is the same probability when the initial
state is Off.

These probabilities can be computed iteratively as sketched
in fig. 4 for the recurrence on the A(m,n); we set the initial
state to On, and make the distinction between the next On
or Off state in order to make apparent the first state transi-
tion so that A(m,n) can be expressed with A(m− 1, n− 1)
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and B(m− 1, n− 1) because, the first time slot being On, it
remains only m − 1 active slots among the last n − 1 time
slots.

n − 1

n − 1

on

on off

on

Figure 4: recurrence for the computation of A(m,n)

A(m,n) = (1−p1)A(m−1, n−1)+p1 B(m−1, n−1) (3a)

Likewise, the same reasoning allows us to make apparent
that, when the initial state is Off, the m active time-slots
must be located within the remaining time-slots, so that we
have the following recurrence:

B(m,n) = p2 A(m,n− 1) + (1− p2)B(m,n− 1) (3b)

The initial conditions for (3a) and (3b) are obvious: A(0, 1) =
0, A(1, 1) = 1 and B(0, 1) = 1, B(1, 1) = 0.

Averaging these probabilities over the steady state probabil-
ities of on and off states give the unconditional probability
P (m,n) of having m occupied slots over n consecutive slots:

P (m,n) = Pon ×A(m,n) + Poff ×B(m,n) (4)

We can gather these quantities as coefficients of polynomials:

An(X) =

n∑
m=0

A(m,n)Xm

Bn(X) =

n∑
m=0

B(m,n)Xm

Pn(X) =

n∑
m=0

P (m,n)Xm = PonAn(X) + PoffBn(X)

The recurrences (3a) and (3b) can now be written as easy
to implement recurrences on polynomials:

An(X) = (1− p1)X An−1(X) + p1 X Bn−1(X) (5a)

Bn(X) = p2 An−1(X) + (1− p2)Bn−1(X) (5b)

with the initial conditions A1(X) = X and B1(X) = 1.

3.1 Comparison with the binomial distribution
The distribution P (m,n) is generally (very) different from
a binomial distribution on n trials with the active slot prob-
ability Pon, that is P ′(m,n) =

(
n
m

)
Pm
on × (1− Pon)

n−m ,
as depicted in fig. 5 for n = 100 time slots and transition
probabilities p1 = 0.2, p2 = 0.1. This basic example is an
indication of the potential interest of the On/Off model to
model the time occupancy of a frequency band. Neverthe-
less it does not give any indication of the way the occupied
states are distributed: are they completely sparse or are

they rather clustered with long idle periods between them.
A burst is defined a consecutive series of occupied states
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Figure 5: Comparison of the distribution P (m,n) and
the binomial distribution with parameter Pon

without idle states so that the channel cannot be accessed
within the burst. Likewise a run is a succession of idle states
without any occupied slot so that a run is a period within
which a secondary user could access the resource. Further-
more, if we assume that the longer the observation time the
better the performance of the detection we understand that
we are rather interested in runs above a given length or the
complementary cumulated density function (CCDF) :

Pr (run length ≥ k) = (1− p2)
k−1 (6)

It turns out that the runs have a geometric distribution, as
observed in [7].

4. IMPERFECT DETECTION
Section 2 addressed only the true activity of the primary
user (that is to say whether there is a secondary user or
not). We now introduce an observer (the secondary user
who wants to access the channel) which listens to a poten-
tial user already transmitting in the frequency band under
consideration. The SU performs a detection, whatever it
may be, and we only assume we know the two error prob-
abilities of interest in our problem: the probability of non
detection (PND) and of false alarm (PFA)

1.

From the SU point of view two metrics are of interest when
assessing the quality of the opportunistic access to the spec-
trum:

• what is the collision rate with the primary user. It
should be the least possible because the secondary user
is not expected to create harmful interference to the
primary user; it is a constraint we can express as a
collision probability pcoll.

1These probabilities do depend, of course, on the detection
scheme (matched filter, energy detection, . . . ) and on some
parameters like SNR, number of samples and threshold used
to take the decision, . . .
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• what can the secondary user expect as succesful trans-
mission in the channel, expressed as a probability psucc
of successful access to the resource.

These two metrics are in fact the conditional probabilities
of SU transmission to the true channel state:

pcoll = Pr (transmit|channel is On) (7a)

psucc = Pr (transmit|channel is Off) (7b)

pcoll and psucc depend obviously on the quality of the detec-
tion, but we introduce the possibility for the secondary user
to discard the indication of the sensing. Indeed SU should
not always obey to the information given by its detection
scheme because it knows that the detector is prone, say, to
non detecting existing signals; it is then envisionable not
obeying systematically to the no signal present information,
a kind of prudent (or conservative) policy. Likewise, when
the detection scheme is prone to false alarm we can envision
a more aggressive policy (sometimes we decide to use the
resource even if the detector says that a signal is present,
especially if we can afford for some collisions). Such poli-
cies are introduced in [2]. Here, they are taken into account
by introducing a probability π1 to obey the indication of the
detection when the result is on, and a probability π2 to obey
the result of the detection when the result is off, as depicted
in fig. 6.

true channel

state

detected channel

state

On

Off

1 − PND

PFA

PND

1 − PFA

defer

transmit

π1

π2

1 − π1

1 − π2

Figure 6: Introducing the possibility of disobeying
the sensing

The collision and successful access probabilities can now eas-
ily be conputed:

pcoll = π2 PND + (1− π1) (1− PND) (8a)

psucc = π2 (1− PFA) + (1− π1)PFA (8b)

Substituting π1 = π2 = 1 in (8) we have, as expected, pcoll =
PND and psucc = 1 − PFA. It is interesting to notice that
pcoll and psucc have the same variation with respect to π1

(resp. π2) so that we cannot hope reducing pcoll and at the
same time increasing psucc by a change of a single parameter
πi, i = 1, 2.

Equations (8) can be rewritten in a vector form making ap-
parent that the set D of allowable couples (psucc, pcoll) is
the interior of the parallelogram built on two vectors U, V
whose ends are respectively the functioning point (PFA, 1−
PND) of the ROC curve and its mirror (1 − PFA, PND) as
depicted in fig. 7:(

psucc
pcoll

)
= (1− π1)

(
PFA

1− PND

)
+ π2

(
1− PFA

PND

)
(9)

= (1− π1)U+ π2 V (10)

The lower boundary of the parallelogram is the minimum

PFA

PD = 1 − PND

1

10

U

V

D

Figure 7: The set D of possible probabilities psucc
and pcoll

collision probability for a given successful access probabil-
ity, it corresponds to the two possible choices for the pair
(π1, π2): π1 = 1, π2 ∈ [0, 1] or π1 ∈ [0, 1], π2 = 1 It
means that one of the results of the detection stage is al-
ways obeyed.

5. DISTRIBUTION OF COLLISIONS AND
SUCCESSFUL ACCESSES

We now turn to the computation of the joint probability
An(i, j) of having of i successful access to the band and j
collisions among n time slots. The quantities An(i, j) can
be seen as the coefficients of a two variable polynomial

Pn(Y,Z) =

n∑
i,j=0

An(i, j)Y
i Zj

From (7) a collision occurs only when the true channel state
is On and a successful access occurs only when the true
channel state is Off. If we have m occupied time-slots the
distribution of the number of collisions is given by the coeffi-
cients of the polynomial (1− pcoll + pcoll Y )m. Likewise, for
the remaining n−m time-slots (they are free), the number
of successful access to the channel is given by the coefficients
of the polynomial (1− psucc + psucc Z)n−m.

As a result this computation involves the distribution P (m,n)
of the number of On states in n times slots, already defined
above in (4).

Pn(Y,Z) =

n∑
m=0

P (m,n)×
(
1− pcoll + pcollY

)m

×
(
1− psucc + psuccZ

)n−m

(12)

We give below some examples of surfaces depicting An(i, j)
for the same channel than section 3.1, and a functioning
point moving on the ROC curve; for the sake of brevity and
simplicity we suppose π1 = π2 = 1 and we consider 3 values
of the false alarm probability: PFA = 0.05, 0.2, and 0.6.
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PFA = 0.05, PND ≈ 0.649
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Figure 8: Surfaces for PFA = 0.05, 0.2, 0.6

As expected we observe that as PFA increases the number
of collisions decreases (because PND get smaller) but the
number of successful opportunities is also reduced. So we
see that the choice of an operating point on the ROC curve
is the results of a trade-off. We observe that for small values
of PFA the surface is close to the diagonal i+ j = n, we give
an explanation of this property in the next section.

5.1 Special cases

5.1.1 Extreme points of D
The two points (0, 0) and (1, 1) are always in D. When
pcoll = psucc = 0 the SU never accesses the channel whatever
the detection result ( π1 = 1 and π2 = 0 ) so it never creates
collision with the PU but has no succesful access; (12) then

reduces to

Pn(Y,Z) =

n∑
m=0

P (m,n) = 1 ⇒ An(i, j) =

{
1 if i = j = 0

0 otherwise

Likewise, when pcoll = psucc = 1 the SU always accesses the
channel whatever the sensing result (π1 = 0 and π2 = 1), so
that it does not miss any opportunity but a the expense of
a collision whenever the PU is present in the channel. The
two variables enumerator reduces then to

Pn(Y,Z) =

n∑
m=0

P (m,n)Y mZn−m

⇒ An(i, j) =

{
0 if j ̸= n− i

P (i, n) if j = n− i

5.1.2 Ideal detector
The ideal detector corresponds to the case PFA = PND = 0
which ensures pcoll = 0 and psucc = 1. With these values
the two-variables enumerator is simplified and given by

Pn(Y,Z) =

n∑
m=0

P (m,n)Zn−m

In this ideal case there is no collision at all ,so thatAn(i, j) =
0 when i ̸= 0, and the distribution of successful access to
the channel, given by An(0, j) = P (n− j, n), is given by the
distribution of empty time-slots.

i

j

PFA = 0

PFA = 1

An(i, j)

i + j ≤ n

Figure 9: Special cases

5.2 Marginal distributions
They are obtained very simply by substituting Y = 1 or
Z = 1 in (12). For instance:

Pn(Y,Z = 1) =

n∑
m=0

P (m,n)×
(
1− pcoll + pcollY

)m

(13)

=

n∑
i=0

{
n∑

j=0

An(i, j)

}
Y i (14)

The conditional distribution of the number of successful ac-
cess with respect to the number of erasures is then given
by

An(j|i) =
An(i, j)∑n
j=0 An(i, j)

(15)
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6. APPLICATION
We now give a short example to show how the An(i, j) can
be used in a realistic case. Erasure correcting codes for op-
portunistic spectrum access were introduced in [10, 11, 12]
as a solution to recover packets lost in collisions, especially
LT codes [13]. Their main property is to allow the recov-
ery of a complete length n codeword provided a sufficient
number of bits are correctly (i.e. without error) received.
The design of such a code, that is the trade-off between re-
dundancy and efficiency, is based on the knowledge of the
erasure distribution and probabilities. In our problem the
erasures are caused by sensing errors and their rate must be
kept under a given level to protect the primary user.

We can thus suppose that the secondary user has a number
J of packets to transmit opportunistically in the channel
during the next n time slots, with the constraint that the
rate of collision is less than a defined threshold ϵ, the number
J being determined from the erasure recovery capacity of
the code. The probability of a successful transmission of
these packets, taking account of the forbidden time-slots and
of the packets that had to be retransmitted because of a
collision, is then given by

POK(J ) =
∑

0≤i≤⌊ϵn⌋
j≥J

An(i, j) (16)

Fig. 10 depicts the behaviour of POK(J ) for the same set of
values of PFA and an arbitrary value ϵ = 0.1; it turns out
that the result is very sensitive to the false alarm probabil-
ity: it is only possible to transmit no more than J ≈ 10
packets with high probability if the operating point is set
to PFA = 0.6. For PFA = 0.2 it is only possible to trans-
mit ≈ 40 packets with a 40% probability. The next figure
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Figure 10: POK for PFA = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6

(fig. 11) illustrates the behaviour of POK for various values
of the parameter ϵ, and shows that increasing the allowed
rate of collision from 0 to 10% helps in getting with a higher
probability the same number of successful transmited pack-
ets (slightly greater than 10).

7. CONCLUSION
We have shown that we can separate the respective effects
of the channel occupancy and of the errors of detection to
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Figure 11: POK for PFA = 0.6, effect of ϵ

evaluate the performance of an opportunistic access to the
spectrum which takes into account these two aspects of the
problem. Channel occupancy behaviour is summarized in
the distribution P (m,n) of busy or idle time-slots and is
easily computed with the help of two iterations. Sensing
performance is given by the choice of an operating point
on the ROC curve of the receiver. Finally, the global per-
formance of the opportunistic access scheme is summarized
in the coefficient of the two variable polynomial Pn(Y, Z)
whose computation is easy to implement and involves only
the P (m,n) and the two values PFA, PND.

We did not assume that the SU has an estimation of the
On/Off transition probabilities p1 and p2 of the PU’s activ-
ity. We can expect that such an information would improve
the performance of the opportunistic access to the channel
because the SU could now take into account the conditional
probability of the presence of the PU in the next time-slot
in his decision to access or not the channel and thus avoid
some collisions.
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APPENDIX
The area S(D) of the domain of possible values of pcoll and
psucc is given by the vector product of the vectors V and U,
that is, after a simple computation:

S(D) = 1− (PFA + PND) (17)

This quantity is clearly nonnegative if we remember that
the functioning point (PFA, 1− PND) on the ROC curve
is above the diagonal y = x, so that 1 − PND ≥ PFA.
Maximizing S(D) is the equivalent to minimizing simulta-
neously PFA and PND; when these two probabilities are not
independant but constrained by the ROC curve equation
1− PND = f (PFA) we have

S(D) = f (PFA)− PFA

The extremal (in fact maximum) value of S(D) is then reached
for a false alarm probability PFA = p∗ where the slope of
the ROC curve is equal to 1 (see fig. 12).
This value p∗ yields the optimum functioning point of the

ROC point, provided we give the same weight to PFA and
PND. If not we can easily generalize by maximizing the
suitably modified criterion:

crit = α(1− PFA) + β(1− PND)

0 ≤ α, β ≤ 1, α+ β = 1

When the operating point moves on the ROC curve it takes
the form

crit = βf (PFA) + α(1− PFA)

and its derivative with respect to PFA is zero when βf ′ (PFA)−
α = 0, that is to say on the operating poing where the tan-

PFA

PD = 1 − PND

1

10

U

V

D

p∗

slope = 1

Figure 12: Optimum operating point minimizing
PFA + PND

gent to the ROC curve is equal to α/β. For α > β this op-
timum operating point lies in the region PFA < p∗ which is
the region where the non detection probability grows faster
than PFA. Conversely, for α < β the operating point is in
the region PFA > p∗ where the false alarm probability grows
faster than PND.
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